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On Being Conservative
By Michael Oakeshott
Taken from: http://www.geocities.com/Heartland/4887/conservative.html
The common belief that it is impossible (or, if not impossible, then so unpromising as to be not worth while
attempting) to elicit explanatory general principles from what is recognized to be conservative conduct is not one
that I share. It may be true that conservative conduct does not readily provoke articulation in the idiom of
general idea, and that consequently there has been a certain reluctance to undertake this kind of elucidation;
but it is not to be presumed that conservative conduct is less eligible than any other for this sort of interpretation,
for what it is worth. Nevertheless, this is not the enterprise I propose to engage in here. My theme is not a creed
or a doctrine, but a disposition. To be conservative is to be disposed to think and behave in certain manners; it
is to prefer certain kinds of conduct and certain conditions of human circumstances to others; it is to be disposed
to make certain kinds of choices. And my design here is to construe this disposition as it appears in
contemporary character, rather than to transpose it into the idiom of general principles.
The general characteristics of this disposition are not difficult to discern, although they have often been
mistaken. They center upon a propensity to use and to enjoy what is available rather than to wish for or to look
for something else; to delight in what is present rather than what was or what may be. Reflection may bring to
light an appropriate gratefulness for what is available, and consequently the acknowledgment of a gift or an
inheritance from the past; but there is no mere idolizing of what is past and gone. What is esteemed is the
present; and it is esteemed not on account of its connections with a remote antiquity, nor because it is
recognized to be more admirable than any possible alternative, but on account of its familiarity: not, Verweile
doch, du bist so schon, but Stay with me because I am attached to you.
If the present is arid, offering little or nothing to be used or enjoyed, then this inclination will be weak or absent; if
the present is remarkably unsettled, it will display itself in a search for a firmer foothold and consequently in a
recourse to and an exploration of the past; but it asserts itself characteristically when there is much to be
enjoyed, and it will be strongest when this is combined with evident risk of loss. In short, it is a disposition
appropriate to a man who is acutely aware of having something to lose which he has learned to care for; a man
in some degree rich in opportunities for enjoyment, but not so rich that he can afford to be indifferent to loss. It
will appear more naturally in the old than in the young, not because the old are more sensitive to loss but
because they are apt to be more fully aware of the resources of their world and therefore less likely to find them
inadequate. In some people this disposition is weak merely because they are ignorant of what their world has to
offer them: the present appears to them only as a reside of inopportunities.
To be conservative, then, is to prefer the familiar to the unknown, to prefer the tried to the untried, fact to
mystery, the actual to the possible, the limited to the unbounded, the near to the distant, the sufficient to the
superabundant, the convenient to the perfect, present laughter to utopian bliss. Familiar relationships and
loyalties will be preferred to the allure of more profitable attachments; to acquire and to enlarge will be less
important than to keep, to cultivate and to enjoy; the grief of loss will be more acute than the excitement of
novelty or promise. It is to be equal to one’s own fortune, to live at the level of one’s own means, to be content
with the want of greater perfection which belongs alike to oneself and one’s circumstances. With some people
this is itself a choice; in others it is a disposition which appears, frequently or less frequently, in their preferences
and aversions, and is onto itself chosen or specifically cultivated.
Now, all this is represented in a certain attitude towards change and innovation; change denoting alterations we
have to suffer and innovation those we design and execute.
Changes are circumstances to which we have to accommodate ourselves, and the disposition to be
conservative is both the emblem of our difficulty in doing so and our resort in the attempts we make to do so.
Changes are without effect only upon those who notice nothing, who are ignorant of what they possess and
apathetic to their circumstances; and they can be welcomed indiscriminately only by those who esteem nothing,
whose attachments are fleeting and who are strangers to love and affection. The conservative disposition
provokes neither of these conditions: the inclination to enjoy what is present and available is the opposite of
ignorance and apathy and it breeds attachment and affection. Consequently, it is averse from change, which
appears always, in the first place, as deprivation. A storm which sweeps away a copse and transforms a favorite
view, the death of friends, the sleep of friendship, the desuetude of customs of behavior, the retirement of a
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favorite clown, involuntary exile, reversals of fortune, the loss of abilities enjoyed and their replacement by
others - these are changes, none perhaps without its compensations, which the man of conservative
temperament unavoidably regrets. But he has difficulty in reconciling himself to them, not because what he has
lost in them was intrinsically better than any alternative might have been or was incapable of improvement, nor
because what takes its place is inherently incapable of being enjoyed, but because what he has lost was
something he actually enjoyed and had learned how to enjoy and what takes its place is something to which he
has acquired no attachment. Consequently, he will find small and slow changes more tolerable than large and
sudden; and he will value highly every appearance of continuity. Some changes, indeed, will present no
difficulty; but, again, this is not because they are manifest improvements but merely because they are easily
assimilated: the changes of the seasons are mediated by their recurrence and the growing up of children by its
continuousness. And, in general, he will accommodate himself more readily to changes which do not offend
expectations than to the destruction of what seems to have no ground of dissolution within itself.
Moreover, to be conservative is not merely to be averse from change (which may be an idiosyncrasy); it is also
a manner of accommodating ourselves to changes, an activity imposed upon all men. For, change is a threat to
identity, and every change is an emblem of extinction. But a man’s identity (or that of a community) is nothing
more than an unbroken rehearsal of contingencies, each at the mercy of circumstance and each significant in
proportion to its familiarity. It is not a fortress into which we may retire, and the only means we have of
defending it (that is, ourselves) against the hostile forces of change is in the open field of our experience; by
throwing our weight upon the foot which for the time being is most firmly placed, by cleaving to whatever
familiarities are not immediately threatened and thus assimilating what is new without it becoming
unrecognizable to ourselves. The Masai, when they were moved from their old country to the present Masaid
reserve in Kenya, took with them the names of their hills and plains and rivers and gave them to the hills and
plains and rivers of the new country. And it is by some such subterfuge of conservatism that every man or
people compelled to suffer a notable change avoids the shame of extinction.
Changes, then, have to be suffered; and a man of conservative temperament (that is, one strongly disposed to
preserve his identity) cannot be indifferent to them. In the main, he judges them by the disturbance they entail
and, like everyone else, deploys his resources to meet them. The idea of innovation, on the other hand, is
improvement. Nevertheless, a man of this temperament will not himself be an ardent innovator. In the first place,
he is not inclined to think that nothing is happening unless great changes are afoot and therefore he is not
worried by the absence of innovation. Further, he is aware that not all innovation is, in fact, improvement; and he
will think that to innovate without improving is either designed or inadvertent folly. Moreover, even when an
innovation commends itself as a convincing improvement, he will look twice at its claims before accepting them.
From his point of view, because every improvement involves change, the disruption entailed has always to be
set against the benefit anticipated. But when he has satisfied himself about this, there will be other
considerations to be taken into account. Innovating is always an equivocal enterprise, in which gain and loss
(even excluding the loss of familiarity) are so closely interwoven that it is exceedingly difficult to forecast the final
up-shot: there is no such thing as an unqualified improvement. For, innovating is an activity which generates not
only the “improvement” sought, but a new and complex situation of which this is only one of the components.
The total change is always more extensive than the change designed; and the whole of what is entailed can
neither be foreseen nor circumscribed. Thus, whenever there is innovation there is the certainty that the change
will be greater than was intended, that there will be loss as well as gain and that the loss and the gain will not be
equally distributed among the people affected; there is the chance that the benefits derived will be greater than
those which were designed; and there is the risk that they will be off-set by changes for the worse.
From all of this the man of conservative temperament draws some appropriate conclusions. First, innovation
entails certain loss and possible gain, therefore, the onus of proof, to show that the proposed change may be
expected to be on the whole beneficial, rests with the would-be innovator. Secondly, he believes that the more
closely an innovation resembles growth (that is, the more clearly it is intimated in and not merely imposed upon
the situation) the less likely it is to result in a preponderance of loss. Thirdly, he thinks that the innovation which
is a response to some specific defect, one designed to redress some specific disequilibrium, is more desirable
than one which springs from a notion of a generally improved condition of human circumstances, and is far more
desirable than one generated by a vision of perfection. Consequently, he prefers small and limited innovations
to large and indefinite. Fourthly, he favors a slow rather than a rapid pace, and pauses to observe current
consequences and make appropriate adjustments. And lastly, he believes the occasion to be important; and,
other things being equal, he considers the most favorable occasion for innovation to be when the projected
change is most likely to be limited to what is intended and least likely to be corrupted by undesired and
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unmanageable consequences.
The disposition to be conservative is, then, warm and positive in respect of enjoyment, and correspondingly
cool and critical in respect of change and innovation: these two inclinations support and elucidate one another.
The man of conservative temperament believes that a known good is not lightly to be surrendered for an
unknown better. He is not in love with what is dangerous and difficult; he is unadventurous; he has no impulse to
sail uncharted seas; for him there is no magic in being lost, bewildered, or shipwrecked. If forced to navigate the
unknown, he sees virtue in heaving the lead every inch of the way. What others plausibly identify as timidity, he
recognizes in himself as rational prudence; what others interpret as inactivity, he recognizes as a disposition to
enjoy rather than to exploit. He is cautious, and he is disposed to indicate assent or dissent, not in absolute, but
in graduated terms. He eyes the situation in terms of its propensity to disrupt the familiarity of the features of his
world.
It is commonly believed that this conservative disposition is pretty deeply rooted in what is called “human
nature.” Change is tiring, innovation calls for effort, and human beings (it is said) are more apt to be lazy than
energetic. If they have found a not unsatisfactory way of getting along in the world, they are not disposed to go
looking for trouble. They are naturally apprehensive of the unknown and prefer safety to danger. They are
reluctant innovators, and they accept change not because they like it but (as Rochefoucald says they accept
death) because it is inescapable. Change generates sadness rather than exhilaration: heaven is the dream of a
changeless no less than a perfect world. Of course, those who read “human nature” in this way agree that this
disposition does not stand-alone; they merely contend that it is an exceedingly strong, perhaps the strongest, of
human propensities. And, so far as it goes, there is something to be said for this belief: human circumstances
would be very different from what they are if there were not a large ingredient of conservatism in human
preferences. Primitive peoples are said to cling to what is familiar and to be averse from change; ancient myth
is full of warnings against innovation; our folklore and proverbial wisdom about the conduct of life abounds in
conservative precepts; and how many tears are shed by children in their unwilling accommodation to change.
Indeed, wherever a firm identity has been achieved, and wherever identity is felt to be precariously balanced, a
conservative disposition is likely to prevail. On the other hand, the disposition of adolescence is often
predominantly adventurous and experimental: when we are young, nothing seems more desirable than to take a
1
chance; pas de risque, pas de plaisir. And while some peoples, over long stretches of time, appear
successfully to have avoided change, the history of others displays periods of intense and intrepid innovation.
There is, indeed, not much profit to be had from general speculation about “human nature,” which is no steadier
than anything else in our acquaintance. What is more to the point is to consider current human nature, to
consider ourselves.
With us, I think, the disposition to be conservative is far from being notably strong. Indeed, if he were to judge by
our conduct during the last five centuries or so, an unprejudiced stranger might plausibly suppose us to be in
love with change, to have an appetite only for innovation and to be either so out of sympathy with ourselves or
so careless of our identity as not to be disposed to give it any consideration. In general, the fascination of what
is new is felt far more keenly than the comfort of what is familiar. We are disposed to think that nothing important
is happening unless great innovations are afoot, and that what is not being improved must be deteriorating.
There is a positive prejudice in favor of the yet untried. We readily presume that all change is, somehow, for the
better, and we are easily persuaded that all the consequences of our innovating activity are either themselves
improvements or at least a reasonable price to pay for getting what we want. While a conservative, if he were
forced to gamble, would bet on the field, we are disposed to back our individual fancies with little calculation and
no apprehension of loss. We are acquisitive to the point of greed; ready to drop the bone we have for its
reflection magnified in the mirror of the future. Nothing is made to outlast probable improvement in a world
where everything is undergoing incessant improvement: the expectation of life of everything except human
beings themselves continuously declines. Pieties are fleeting, loyalties evanescent, and the pace of change
warns us against too deep attachments. We are willing to try anything once, regardless of the consequences.
One activity vies with another in being “up-to-date”: discarded motor-cars and television sets have their
counterparts in discarded moral and religious beliefs: the eye is ever on the new model. To see is to imagine
what might be in the place of what is; to touch is to transform. Whatever the shape or quality of the world, it is
not for long as we want it. And those in the van of the movement infect those behind with their energy and
2
enterprise. Omnes eodem cogemur : when we are no longer light-footed we find a place for ourselves in the
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French: No risk, no reward.
The best I could come up with is “we all end up in the same place.”
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band.
Of course, our character has other ingredients besides this lust for change (we are not devoid of the impulse to
cherish and preserve), but there can be little doubt about its preeminence. And, in these circumstances, it
seems appropriate that a conservative disposition should appear, not as an intelligible (or even plausible)
alternative to our mainly “progressive” habit of mind, but either as an unfortunate hindrance to the movement
afoot, or as the custodian of the museum in which quaint examples of superseded achievement are preserved
for children to gape at, and as the guardian of what from time to time is considered not yet ripe for destruction,
which we call (ironically enough) the amenities of life.
Here our account of the disposition to be conservative and its current fortunes might be expected to end, with
the man in whom this disposition is strong last seen swimming against the tide, disregarded not because what
he has to say is necessarily false but because it has become irrelevant; outmaneuvered, not on account of any
intrinsic demerit but merely by the flow of circumstance; a faded, timid, nostalgic character, provoking pity as an
outcast and contempt as a reactionary. Nevertheless, I think there is something more to be said. Even in these
circumstances, when a conservative disposition in respect of things in general is unmistakably at a discount,
there are occasions when this disposition remains not only appropriate, but supremely so; and there are
connections in which we are unavoidably disposed in a conservative direction.
In the first place, there is a certain kind of activity (not yet extinct) which can be engaged in only in virtue of a
disposition to be conservative, namely, activities where what is sought is present enjoyment and not profit, a
reward, a prize or a result in addition to the experience itself. And when these activities are recognized as the
emblems of this disposition, to be conservative is disclosed, not as prejudiced hostility to a “progressive” attitude
capable of embracing the whole range of human conduct, but as a disposition exclusively appropriate in a large
and significant field of human activity. And the man in whom this disposition is pre-eminent appears as one who
prefers to engage in activities where to be conservative is uniquely appropriate, and not as a man inclined to
impose his conservatism indiscriminately upon all human activity. In short, if we find ourselves (as most of us
do) inclined to reject conservatism as a disposition appropriate in respect of human conduct in general, there
still remains a certain kind of human conduct for which this disposition is not merely appropriate but a necessary
condition.
There are, of course, numerous human relationships in which a disposition to be conservative, a disposition
merely to enjoy what they offer for its own sake, is not particularly appropriate: master and servant, owner and
bailiff, buyer and seller, principal and agent. In these, each participant seeks some service or some recompense
for service. A customer who finds a shopkeeper unable to supply his wants either persuades him to enlarge his
stock or goes elsewhere; and a shopkeeper unable to meet the desires of a customer tries to impose upon him
others which he can satisfy. A principal ill served by his agent, looks for another. A servant ill recompensed for
his service, asks for a rise; and one dissatisfied with his conditions of work, seeks a change. In short, these are
relationships in which some result is sought; each party is concerned with the ability of the other to provide it. If
what is sought is lacking, it is to be expected that the relationship will lapse or be terminated. To be conservative
in such relationships, to enjoy what is present and available regardless of its failure to satisfy any
want merely because it has struck our fancy and become familiar, is conduct which discloses a jusqu’au3
boutiste conservatism, an irrational inclination to refuse all relationships which call for the exercise of any other
disposition. Though even these relationships seem to lack something appropriate to them when they are
confined to a nexus of supply and demand and allow no room for the intrusion of the loyalties and attachments.
But there are relationships of another kind in which no result is sought and which are engaged in for their own
sake and enjoyed for what they are and not for what they provide. This is so of friendship. Here, attachment
springs from an intimation of familiarity and subsists in a mutual sharing of personalities. To go on changing
one’s butcher until one gets the meat one likes, to go on educating one’s agent until he does what is required of
him, is conduct not inappropriate to the relationship concerned; but to discard friends because they do not
behave as we expected and refuse to be educated to our requirements is the conduct of a man who has
altogether mistaken the character of friendship. Friends are not concerned with what might be made of one
another, but only with the enjoyment of one another; and the condition of this enjoyment is a ready acceptance
of what is and the absence of any desire to change or to improve. A friend is not somebody one trusts to
behave in a certain manner, who supplies certain wants, who has certain useful abilities, who possesses certain
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Diehard or, in the more common vernacular, “hard core.”
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merely agreeable qualities, or who holds certain acceptable opinions; he is somebody who engages the
imagination, who excites contemplation, who provokes interest, sympathy, delight and loyalty simply on account
of the relationship entered into. One friend cannot replace another; there is all the difference in the world
between the death of a friend and the retirement of one’s tailor from business. The relationship of friend to friend
is dramatic, not utilitarian; the tie is one of familiarity, not usefulness; the disposition engaged is conservative,
not “progressive.” And what is true of friendship is not less true of other experiences - of patriotism, for example,
and of conversation - each of which demands a conservative disposition as a condition of its enjoyment.
But further, there are activities, not involving human relationships, that may be engaged in, not for a prize, but
for the enjoyment they generate, and for which the only appropriate disposition is the disposition to be
conservative. Consider fishing. If your project is merely to catch fish it would be foolish to be unduly
conservative. You will seek out the best tackle, you will discard practices which prove unsuccessful, you will not
be bound by unprofitable attachments to particular localities, pieties will be fleeting, loyalties evanescent; you
may even be wise to try anything once in the hope of improvement. But fishing is an activity that may be
engaged in, not for the profit of a catch, but for its own sake; and the fisherman may return home in the evening
not less content for being empty-handed. Where this is so, the activity has become a ritual and a conservative
disposition is appropriate. Why worry about the best gear if you do not care whether or not you make a catch?
What matters is the enjoyment of exercising skill (or, perhaps, merely the passing of time), and this is to be had
with any tackle, so long as it is familiar and is not grotesquely inappropriate.
All activities, then, where what is sought is enjoyment springing, not from the success of the enterprise but from
the familiarity of the engagement, are emblems of the disposition to be conservative. And there are many of
them. Fox placed gambling among them when he said it gave two supreme pleasures, the pleasure of winning
and the pleasure of losing. Indeed, I can think of only one activity of this kind which seems to call for a
disposition other than conservative: the love of fashion, that is, wanton delight in change for its own sake no
matter what it generates.
But, besides the not inconsiderable class of activities which we can engage in only in virtue of a disposition to be
conservative, there are occasions in the conduct of other activities when this is the most appropriate disposition;
indeed there are a few activities which do not, at some point or other, make a call upon it.
Whenever stability is more profitable than improvement, whenever certainty is more valuable than speculation,
whenever familiarity is more desirable than perfection, whenever agreed error is superior to controversial truth,
whenever the disease is more sufferable than the cure, whenever the satisfaction of expectations is more
important than the justice of the expectations themselves, whenever a rule of some sort is better than the risk of
having no rule at all, a disposition to be conservative is more appropriate than any other; and on any reading of
human conduct these cover a not negligible range of circumstances. Those who see the man of conservative
disposition (even in what is vulgarly called a “progressive” society) as a lonely swimmer battling against the
overwhelming current of circumstance must be thought to have adjusted their binoculars to exclude a large field
of human occasion.
In most activities not engaged in for their own sake a distinction appears, at a certain level of observation,
between the project undertaken and the means employed, between the enterprise and the tools used for its
achievement. This is not, of course, an absolute distinction; projects are often provoked and governed by the
tools available, and on rarer occasions the tools are designed to fit a particular project. And what on one
occasion is a project, on another is a tool. Moreover there is at least one significant exception: the activity of
being a poet. It is, however, a relative distinction of some usefulness because it calls our attention to an
appropriate difference of attitude towards the two components of the situation.
In general, it may be said that our disposition in respect of tools is appropriately more conservative than our
attitude towards projects; or, in other words, tools are less subject to innovation than projects because, except
on rare occasions, tools are not designed to fit a particular project and then thrown aside, they are designed to
fit a whole class of projects. And this is intelligible because most tools call for skill in use and skill is inseparable
from practice and familiarity: a skilled man, whether he is a sailor, a cook or an accountant, is a man familiar
with a certain stock of tools. Indeed, a carpenter is usually more skillful in handling his own tools than in
handling other examples of the kind of tools commonly used by carpenters; and the solicitor can use his own
(annotated) copy of Pollock on Partnership or Jarman on Wills more readily than any other. Familiarity is the
essence of tool using; and in so far as man is a tool using animal he is disposed to be conservative.
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Many of the tools in common use have remained unchanged for generations; the design of others has
undergone considerable modification; and our stock of tools is always being enlarged by new inventions and
improved by new designs. Kitchens, factories, workshops, building sites and offices disclose a characteristic
mixture of long-tried and newly invented equipment. But, be that how it may, when business of any kind is afoot,
when a particular project is engaged in - whether it is baking a pie or shoeing a horse, floating a loan or a
company, selling fish or insurance to a customer, building a ship or a suit of clothes, sowing wheat or lifting
potatoes, laying down port or putting up a barrage - we recognize it to be an occasion when it is particularly
appropriate to be conservative about the tools we employ. If it is a large project, we put it in charge of a man
who has the requisite knowledge, and we expect him to engage subordinates who know their own business and
are skilled in the use of certain stocks of tools. At some point in this hierarchy of tool-users the suggestion may
be made that in order to do this particular job an addition or modification is required in the available stock of
tools. Such a suggestion is likely to come form somewhere about the middle of the hierarchy: we do not expect
a designer to say “I must go away and do some fundamental research which will take me five years before I can
go on with the job” (his bag of tools is a body of knowledge and we expect him to have it handy and to know his
way about it); and we do not expect the man at the bottom to have a stock of tools inadequate for the needs of
his particular part. But even if such a suggestion is made and is followed up, it will not disrupt the
appropriateness of a conservative disposition in respect of the whole stock of tools being used. Indeed, it is
clear enough that no job would ever get done, no piece of business could ever be transacted if, on the
occasion, our disposition in respect of our tools were not, generally speaking, conservative. And since doing
business of one sort or another occupies most of our time and little can be done without tools of some kind, the
disposition to be conservative occupies an unavoidably large place in our character.
The carpenter comes to do a job, perhaps one the exact like of which he has never before tackled; but he
comes with his bag of familiar tools and his only chance of doing the job lies in the skill with which he uses what
he has at his disposal. When the plumber goes to fetch his tools he would be away even longer than is usually
the case if his purpose were to invent new or to improve old ones. Nobody questions the value of money in the
market place. No business would ever get done if, before a pound of cheese were weighed or a pint of beer
drawn, the relative usefulness of these particular scales of weight and measurement as compared with others
were threshed out. The surgeon does not pause in the middle of an operation to redesign his instruments. The
MCC does not authorize a new width of bat, a new weight of ball or a new length of wicket in the middle of a
Test Match, or even in the middle of a cricket season. When your house is on fire you do not get in touch with a
fire-prevention research station to design a new appliance; as Disraeli pointed out, unless you are a lunatic, you
send for the parish fire engine. A musician may improve music, but he would think himself hard done-by if, at the
same time, he were expected to improvise an instrument. Indeed, when a particularly tricky job is to be done,
the workman will often prefer to use a tool that he is thoroughly familiar with rather than another he has in his
bag, of new design, but which he has not yet mastered the use of. No doubt there is a time and a place to be
radical about such things, for promoting innovation and carrying out improvements in the tools we employ, but
these are clearly occasions for the exercise of a conservative disposition.
Now, what is true about tools in general, as distinct from projects, is even more obviously true about a certain
kind of tool in common use, namely, general rules of conduct. If the familiarity that springs from relative
immunity from change is appropriate to hammers and pincers and to bats and balls; it is supremely appropriate,
for example, to an office routine. Routines, no doubt, are susceptible of improvement; but the more familiar they
become, the more useful they are. Not to have a conservative disposition in respect of a routine is obvious folly.
Of course, exceptional occasions occur which may call for a dispensation; but an inclination to be conservative
rather than reformist about a routine is unquestionably appropriate. Consider the conduct of a public meeting,
the rules of debate in the House of Commons or the procedure of a court of law. The chief virtue of these
arrangements is that they are fixed and familiar; they establish and satisfy certain expectation, they allow to be
said in a convenient order whatever is relevant, they prevent extraneous collisions and they conserve human
energy. They are typical tools - instruments eligible for use in a variety of different but similar jobs. They are the
product of reflection and choice, there is nothing sacrosanct about them, they are susceptible of change and
improvement; but if our disposition in respect of them were not, generally speaking, conservative, if we were
disposed to argue about them and change them on every occasion, they would rapidly lose their value. And
while there may be rare occasions when it is useful to suspend them, it is pre-eminently appropriate that they
should not be innovated upon or improved while they are in operation. Or again, consider the rules of a game.
These, also, are the product of reflection and choice, and there are occasions when it is appropriate to
reconsider them in the light of current experience; but it is inappropriate to have anything but a conservative
disposition towards them or to consider putting them all together at one time into the melting-pot; and it is
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supremely inappropriate to change or improve upon them in the heat and confusion of play. Indeed, the more
eager each side is to win, the more valuable is an inflexible set of rules. Players in the course of play may
devise new tactics, they may improvise new methods of attack and defense, they may do anything they choose
to defeat the expectations of their opponents, except invent new rules. That is the activity to be indulged in
sparingly and then only in the off-season.
There is much more to be said about the relevance of the disposition to be conservative and its appropriateness
even in a character, such as ours, chiefly disposed in the opposite direction. I have said nothing of morals,
nothing of religion; but perhaps I have said enough to show that, even if to be conservative on all occasions and
in all connections is so remote from our habit of thought as to be almost unintelligible, there are, nevertheless,
few of our activities which do not on all occasions call into partnership a disposition to be conservative and on
some occasions recognize it as the senior partner; and there are some activities where it is properly master.
How, then, are we to construe the disposition to be conservative in respect of politics? And in making this inquiry
what I am interested in is not merely the intelligibility of this disposition in any set of circumstances, but in its
intelligibility in our own contemporary circumstances.
Writers who have considered this question commonly direct our attention to beliefs about the world in general,
about human beings in general, about associations in general and even about the universe; and they tell us that
a conservative disposition in politics can be correctly construed only when we understand it as a reflection of
certain beliefs of these kinds. It is said, for example, that conservatism in politics is the appropriate counterpart
of a generally conservative disposition in respect of human conduct: to be reformist in business, in morals or in
religion and to be conservative in politics is represented as being inconsistent. It is said that the conservative in
politics is so by virtue of holding certain religious beliefs; a belief, for example, in a natural law to be gathered by
human experience, and in a providential order reflecting a divine purpose in nature and in human history to
which it is the duty of mankind to conform its conduct and departure form which spells injustice and calamity.
Further, it is said that a disposition to be conservative in politics reflects what is called an “organic” theory of
human society; that it is tied up with a belief in the absolute value of human personality, and with a belief in a
primordial propensity of human beings to sin. And the “conservatism” of an Englishman has even been
connected with Royalism and Anglicanism.
Now, setting aside the minor complaints one might be moved to make about this account of the situation, it
seems to me to suffer from one large defect. It is true that many of these beliefs have been held by people
disposed to be conservative in political activity, and it may be true that these people have also believed their
disposition to be in some way confirmed by them, or even to be founded upon them; but, as I understand it, a
disposition to be conservative in politics does not entail either that we should hold these beliefs to be true or
even that we should suppose them to be true. Indeed, I do not think it is necessarily connected with any
particular beliefs about the universe, about the world in general or about human conduct in general. What it is
tied to is certain beliefs about the activity of governing and the instruments of government, and it is in terms of
beliefs on these topics, and not on others, that it can be made to appear intelligible. And, to state my view briefly
before elaborating it, what makes a conservative disposition in politics intelligible is nothing to do with natural
law or a providential order, nothing to do with morals or religion; it is the observation of our current manner of
living combined with the belief (which from our point of view need be regarded as no more than an hypothesis)
that governing is a specific and limited activity, namely the provision and custody of general rules of conduct,
which are understood, not as plans for imposing substantive activities, but as instruments enabling people to
pursue the activities of their own choice with the minimum frustration, and therefore something which it is
appropriate to be conservative about.
Let us begin at what I believe to be the proper starting-place; not in the empyrean, but with ourselves as we
have come to be. I and my neighbors, my associates, my compatriots, my friends, my enemies and those I am
indifferent about, are people engaged in a great variety of activities. We are apt to entertain a multiplicity of
opinions on every conceivable subject and are disposed to change these beliefs as we grow tired of them or as
they prove unserviceable. Each of us is pursuing a course of his own; and there is no project so unlikely that
somebody will not be found to engage in it, no enterprise so foolish that somebody will not undertake it. There
are those who spend their lives trying to sell copies of the Anglican Catechism to the Jews. And one half of the
world is engaged in trying to make the other half want what it has hitherto never felt the lack of. We are all
inclined to be passionate about our own concerns, whether it is making things or selling them, whether it is
business or sport, religion or learning, poetry, drink or drugs. Each of us has preferences of his own. For some,
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the opportunities of making choices (which are numerous) are invitations readily accepted; others welcome
them less eagerly or even find them burdensome. Some dream dreams of new and better worlds: others are
more inclined to move in familiar paths or even to be idle. Some are apt to deplore the rapidity of change, others
delight in it; all recognize it. At times we grow tired and fall asleep: it is a blessed relief to gaze in a shop window
and see nothing we want; we are grateful for ugliness merely because it repels attention. But, for the most part,
we pursue happiness by seeking the satisfaction of desires which spring from one another inexhaustibly. We
enter into relationships of interest and of emotion, of competition, partnership, guardianship, love, friendship,
jealousy and hatred, some of which are more durable than others. We make agreements with one another; we
have expectations about one another’s conduct; we approve, we are indifferent and we disapprove. This
multiplicity of activity and variety of opinion is apt to produce collisions: we pursue courses which cut across
those of others, and we do not all approve the same sort of conduct. But, in the main, we get along with one
another, sometimes by giving way, sometimes by standing fast, sometimes in a compromise.
Our conduct consists of activity assimilated to that of others in small, and for the most part unconsidered and
unobtrusive, adjustments.
Why all of this should be so, does not matter. It is not necessarily so. A different condition of human
circumstances can easily be imagined, and we know that elsewhere and at other times activity is, or has been,
far less multifarious and changeful of opinion far less diverse and far less likely to provoke collision; but, by and
large, we recognize this to be our condition. It is an acquired condition, though nobody designed or specifically
chose it in preference to all others. It is the product, not of “human nature” let loose, but of human beings
impelled by an acquired love of making choices for themselves. And we know as little and as much about where
it is leading us as we know about the fashion in hats of twenty years’ time or the design of motorcars.
Surveying the scene, some people are provoked by the absence of order and coherence which appears to them
to be its dominant feature; its wastefulness, its frustration, its dissipation of human energy, its lack not merely of
a premeditated destination but even of any discernable direction of movement. It provides an excitement similar
to that of a stock-car race; but it has none of the satisfaction of a well-conducted business enterprise.
Such people are apt to exaggerate the current disorder; the absence of a plan is so conspicuous that the small
adjustments, and even the more massive arrangements, which restrain the chaos seem to them nugatory; they
have no feeling for the warmth of untidiness but only for its inconvenience. But what is significant is not the
limitations of their powers of observation, but the turn of their thoughts. They feel that there ought to be
something that ought to be done to convert this so-called chaos into order, for this is no way for rational human
beings to be spending their lives. Like Apollo when he saw Daphne with her hair hung carelessly about her
neck, they sigh and say to themselves: “What if it were properly arranged.” Moreover, they tell us that they have
seen in a dream the glorious, collisionless manner of living proper to all mankind, and this dream they
understand as their warrant for seeking to remove the diversities and occasions of conflict which distinguish our
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current manner of living. Of course, their dreams are not all exactly alike; but they have this in a common: each
is a vision of a condition of human circumstance from which the occasion of conflict has been removed, a vision
of human activity coordinated and set going in a single direction and of every resource being used to the full.
And such people appropriately understand the office of government to be the imposition upon its subjects of
the condition of human circumstances of their dream. To govern is to turn a private dream into a public and
compulsory manner of living. Thus, politics becomes an encounter of dreams and the activity in which
government is held to this understanding of its office and provided with the appropriate instruments.
I do not propose to criticize this jump to glory style of politics in which governing is understood as a perpetual
take-over bid for the purchase of the resources of human energy in order to concentrate them in a single
direction; it is not at all unintelligible, and there is much in our circumstances to provoke it. My purpose is merely
to point out that there is another quite different understanding of government, and that it is no less intelligible
and in some respects perhaps more appropriate to our circumstances.
The spring of this other disposition in respect of governing and the instruments of government - a conservative
disposition - is to be found in the acceptance of the current condition of human circumstances as I have
described it: the propensity to make our own choices and find happiness in doing so, the variety of enterprises
each pursued with passion, the diversity of beliefs each held with the conviction of its exclusive truth; the
inventiveness, the changefulness and the absence of any large design; the excess, the over-activity and the
informal compromise. And the office of government is not to impose other beliefs and activities upon its
subjects, not to tutor or to educate them, not to make them better or happier in another way, not to direct them,
to galvanize them into action, to lead them or to coordinate their activities so that no occasion of conflict shall
occur; the office of government is merely to rule. This is a specific and limited activity, easily corrupted when it is
combined with any other, and, in the circumstances, indispensable. The image of the ruler is the umpire whose
business is to administer the rules of the game, or the chairman who governs the debate according to known
rules but does not himself participate in it.
Now people of this disposition commonly defend their belief that the proper attitude of government towards the
current condition of human circumstances in one of acceptance by appealing to certain general ideas. They
contend that there is absolute value in the free play of human choice, that private property (the emblem of
choice) is a natural right, that it is only in the enjoyment of diversity of opinion and activity that true belief and
good conduct can be expected to disclose themselves. But I do not think that this disposition requires these or
any similar beliefs in order to make it intelligible. Something much smaller and less pretentious will do: the
observation that this condition of human circumstances is, in fact, current, and that we have learned to enjoy it
4
and how to manage it; that we are not children in statu pupillari but adults who do not consider themselves
under any obligation to justify their preferences for making their own choices; and that it is beyond human
experience to suppose that those who rule are endowed with a superior wisdom which discloses to them a
better range of beliefs and activities which gives them authority to impose upon their subjects a quite different
manner of life. In short, if the man of this disposition is asked: Why ought governments to accept the current
diversity of opinion and activity in preference to imposing upon their subjects a dream of their own? it is enough
for him to reply: Why not? Their dreams are no different from those of anyone else; and if it is boring to have to
listen to dreams of others being recounted, it is insufferable to be forced to re-enact them. We tolerate
monomaniacs, it is our habit to do so; but why should we be ruled by them? Is it not (the man of conservative
disposition asks) an intelligible task for a government to protect its subjects against the nuisance of those who
spend their energy and their wealth in the service of some pet indignation, endeavoring to impose it upon
everybody, not by suppressing their activities in favor of others of a similar kind, but by setting a limit to the
amount of noise anyone may emit?
Nevertheless, if this acceptance is the spring of the conservative’s disposition in respect of government, he does
not suppose that the office of government is to do nothing. As he understands it, there is work to be done which
can be done only in virtue of a genuine acceptance of current beliefs simply because they are current and
current activities simply because they are afoot. And, briefly, the office he attributes to government is to resolve
some of the collisions which this variety of beliefs and activities generates; to preserve peace, not by placing an
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interdict upon choice and upon the diversity that springs from the exercise of preference, not by imposing
substantive uniformity, but by enforcing general rules of procedure upon all subjects alike.
Government, then, as the conservative in this matter understands it, does not begin with a vision of another,
different, and better world, but with the observation of the self-government practiced even by men of passion in
the conduct of their enterprises; it begins in the informal adjustments of interests to one another which are
designed to release those who are apt to collide from the mutual frustration of a collision. Sometimes these
adjustments are no more than agreements between two parties to keep out of each other’s way; sometimes
they are of wider application and more durable character, such as the International Rules for the prevention of
collisions at sea. In short, the intimations of government are to be found in ritual, not in religion or philosophy; in
the enjoyment of orderly and peaceable behavior, not in the search for truth or perfection.
But the self-government of men of passionate belief and enterprise is apt to break down when it is most needed.
It often suffices to resolve minor collisions of interest, but beyond these it is not to be relied upon. A more
precise and a less easily corrupted ritual is required to resolve the massive collisions which our manner of living
is apt to generate and to release us from the massive frustrations in which we are apt to become locked. The
custodian of this ritual is “the government”, and the rules it imposes are “the law.” One may imagine a
government engaged in the activity of an arbiter in cases of collisions of interest but doing its business without
the aid o flaws, just as one may imagine a game without rules and an umpire who was appealed to in cases of
dispute and who on each occasion merely used his judgment to devise ad hoc a way of releasing the disputants
from their mutual frustration. But the diseconomy of such an arrangement is so obvious that it could only be
expected to occur to those inclined to believe the ruler to be supernaturally inspired and to those disposed to
attribute to him a quite different office - that of leader, or tutor, or manager. At all events the disposition to be
conservative in respect of government is rooted in the belief that where government rests upon the acceptance
of the current activities and beliefs of its subjects, the only appropriate manner of ruling is by making and
enforcing rules of conduct. In short, to be conservative about government is a reflection of the conservatism we
have recognized to be appropriate in respect of rules of conduct.
5

To govern, then, as the conservative understands it, is to provide a vinculum juris for those manners of conduct
which, in the circumstances, are least likely to result in a frustrating collision of interests; to provide redress and
means of compensation for those who suffer from others behaving in a contrary manner; sometimes to provide
punishment for those who pursue their own interests regardless of the rules; and, of course, to provide a
sufficient force to maintain the authority of an arbiter of this kind. Thus, governing is recognized as a specific
and limited activity; not the management of an enterprise, but the rule of those engaged in a great diversity of
self-chosen enterprises. It is not concerned with concrete persons, but with activities; and with activities only in
respect of their propensity to collide with one another. It is not concerned with moral right and wrong, it is not
designed to make men good or even better; it is not indispensable on account of the “natural depravity of
mankind” but merely because of their current disposition to be extravagant; its business is to keep its subjects at
peace with one another in the activities in which they have chosen to seek their happiness. And if there is any
general idea entailed in this view, it is, perhaps, that a government which does not sustain the loyalty of its
subjects is worthless; and that while one which (in the old puritan phrase) “commands for truth” is incapable of
doing so (because some of its subjects will believe its “truth” to be error), one which is indifferent to “truth” and
“error” alike, and merely pursues peace, presents no obstacle to the necessary loyalty.
Now, it is intelligible enough that any man who thinks in this manner about government should be averse from
innovation: government is providing rules of conduct, and familiarity is a supremely important virtue in a rule.
Nevertheless, he has room for other thoughts. The current condition of human circumstances is one in which
new activities (often springing from new inventions) are constantly appearing and rapidly extend themselves,
and in which beliefs are perpetually being modified or discarded; and for the rules to be inappropriate to the
current activities and beliefs is as unprofitable as for them to be unfamiliar. For example, a variety of inventions
and considerable changes in the conduct of business, seem now to have made the current law of copyright
inadequate. And it may be thought that neither the newspaper nor the motorcar nor the airplane have yet
received proper recognition in the law of England; they have all created nuisances that call out to be abated. Or
again, at the end of the last century our government engaged in an extensive codification of large parts of our
law and in this manner both brought it into closer relationship with current beliefs and manners of activity and
insulated it from the small adjustments to circumstances which are characteristic of the operation of our
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common law. But many of these Statutes are now hopelessly out of date. And there are older Acts of Parliament
(such as the Merchant Shipping Act), governing large and important departments of activity, which are even
more inappropriate to current circumstances. Innovation, then, is called for if the rules are to remain
appropriate to the activities they govern. But, as the conservative understands it, modification of the rules should
always reflect, and never impose, a change in the activities and beliefs of those who are subject to them, and
should never on any occasion be so great as to destroy the ensemble. Consequently, the conservative will have
nothing to do with innovations designed to meet merely hypothetical situations; he will prefer to enforce a rule he
has got rather than invent a new one; he will think it appropriate to delay a modification of the rules until it is
clear that the change of circumstances it is designed to reflect has come to stay for a while; he will be
suspicious of proposals for change in excess of what the situation calls for, of rulers who demand extra-ordinary
powers in order to make great changes and whose utterances are tied to generalities like “the public good” or
“social justice”, and of Saviours of Society who buckle on armor and seek dragons to slay; he will think it proper
to consider the occasion of the innovation with care; in short, he will be disposed to regard politics as an activity
in which a valuable set of tools is renovated from time to time and kept in trim rather than as an opportunity for
perpetual re-equipment.
All this may help to make intelligible the disposition to be conservative in respect to government; and the detail
might be elaborated to show, for example, how a man of this disposition understands the other great business of
a government, the conduct of a foreign policy; to show why he places so high a value upon the complicated set
of arrangements we call “the institution of private property”; to show the appropriateness of his rejection of the
view that politics is a shadow thrown by economics; to show why he believes that the main (perhaps the only)
specifically economic activity appropriate to government is the maintenance of a stable currency. But, on this
occasion, I think there is something else to be said.
To some people, “government” appears as a vast reservoir of power which inspires them to dream of what use
might be made of it. They have favorite projects, of various dimensions, which they sincerely believe are for the
benefit of mankind, and to capture this source of power, if necessary to increase it, and to use it for imposing
their favorite projects upon their fellows is what they understand as the adventure of governing men. They are,
thus, disposed to recognize government as an instrument of passion; the art of politics is to inflame and direct
desire. In short, governing is understood to be just like any other activity - making and selling a brand of soap,
exploiting the resources of a locality, or developing a housing estate - only the power here is (for the most part)
already mobilized, and the enterprise is remarkable only because it aims at monopoly and because of its
promise of success once the source of power has been captured. Of course a private enterprise politician of this
sort would get nowhere in these days unless there were people with wants so vague that they can be prompted
to ask for what he has to offer, or with wants so servile that they prefer the promise of a provided abundance to
the opportunity of choice and activity on their own account. And it is not all as plain sailing as it might appear:
often a politician of this sort misjudges the situation; and then, briefly, even in democratic politics, we become
aware of what the camel thinks of the camel driver.
Now, the disposition to be conservative in respect of politics reflects a quite different view of the activity of
governing. The man of this disposition understands it to be the business of a government not to inflame passion
and give it new objects to feed upon, but to inject into the activities of already too passionate men an ingredient
of moderation; to restrain, to deflate, to pacify and to reconcile; not to stoke the fires of desire, but to damp them
down. And all this, not because passion is vice and moderation virtue, but because moderation is indispensable
if passionate men are to escape being locked in an encounter of mutual frustration.
A government of this sort does not need to be regarded as the agent of a benign providence, as the custodian of
a moral law, or as the emblem of a divine order. What it provides is something that its subjects (if they are such
people as we are) can easily recognize to be valuable; indeed, it is something that, to some extent, they do for
themselves in the ordinary course of business or pleasure. They scarcely need to be reminded of its
indispensability, as Sextus Empiricus tells us the ancient Persians were accustomed periodically to remind
themselves by setting aside all laws for five hair-raising days on the death of a king. Generally speaking, they
are not averse from paying the modest cost of this service; and they recognize that the appropriate attitude to a
government of this sort is loyalty (sometimes a confident loyalty, at others perhaps the heavy-hearted loyalty of
Sidney Godolphin), respect and some suspicion, not love or devotion or affection. Thus, governing is
understood to be a secondary activity; but it is recognized also to be a specific activity, not easily to be
combined with any other, because all other activities (except the mere contemplation of the scene) entail taking
sides and the surrender of the indifference appropriate (on this view of things) not only to the judge but also to
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the legislator, who is understood to occupy a judicial office. The subjects of such a government require that it
shall be strong, alert, resolute, economical and neither capricious nor over-active: they have no use for a
referee who does not govern the game according to the rules, who takes sides, who plays a game of his own, or
who is always blowing his whistle; after all, the game’s the thing, and in playing the game we neither need to be,
nor at present are disposed to be, conservative.
But there is something more to be observed in this style of governing than merely the restraint imposed by
familiar and appropriate rules. Of course, it will not countenance government by suggestion or cajolery or by any
other means than by law; an avuncular Home Secretary or a threatening Chancellor of the Exchequer. But the
spectacle of its indifference to the beliefs and substantive activities of its subjects may itself be expected to
provoke a habit of restraint. Into the heat of our engagements, into the passionate clash of beliefs, into our
enthusiasm for saving the souls of our neighbors or of all mankind, a government of this sort injects an
ingredient, not of reason (how should we expect that?) but of the irony that is prepared to counteract one vice by
another, of the raillery that deflates extravagance without itself pretending to wisdom, of the mockery that
disperses tension, of inertia and of skepticism: indeed, it might be said that we keep a government of this sort to
do for us the skepticism we have neither the time nor the inclination to do for ourselves. It is like the cool touch
of the mountain that one feels in the plain even on the hottest summer day. Or, to leave metaphor behind, it is
like the “governor” which, by controlling the speed at which its parts move, keeps an engine from racketing itself
to pieces.
It is not, then, mere stupid prejudice which disposes a conservative to take this view of the activity of governing;
nor are any highfalutin metaphysical beliefs necessary to provoke it or make it intelligible. It is connected merely
with the observation that where activity is bent upon enterprise the indispensable counterpart is another order of
activity, bent upon restraint, which is unavoidably corrupted (indeed, altogether abrogated) when the power
assigned to it is used for advancing favorite projects. An “umpire” who at the same time is one of the players is
no umpire; “rules” about which we are not disposed to be conservative are not rules but incitements to disorder;
the conjunction of dreaming and ruling generates tyranny.
Political conservatism is, then, not at all unintelligible in a people disposed to be adventurous and enterprising, a
people in love with change and apt to rationalize their affections in terms of “progress”. And one does not need
to think that the belief in “progress” is the most cruel and unprofitable of all beliefs, arousing cupidity without
satisfying it, in order to think it inappropriate for a government to be conspicuously “progressive”. Indeed, a
disposition to be conservative in respect of government would seem to be pre-eminently appropriate to men who
have something to do and something to think about on their own account, who have a skill to practice or an
intellectual fortune to make, to people whose passions do not need to be inflamed, whose desires do not need
to be provoked and whose dreams of a better world need no prompting. Such people know the value of a rule
which imposes orderliness without directing enterprise, a rule which concentrates duty so that room is left for
delight. They might even be prepared to suffer a legally established ecclesiastical order; but it would not be
because they believed it to represent some unassailable religious truth, but merely because it restrained the
indecent competition of sects and (as Hume said) moderated “the plague of a too diligent clergy.”
Now, whether or not these beliefs recommend themselves as reasonable and appropriate to our circumstances
and to the abilities we are likely to find in those who rule us, they and their like are in my view what make
intelligible a conservative disposition in respect of politics. What would be the appropriateness of this disposition
in circumstances other than our own, whether to be conservative in respect of government would have the same
relevance in the circumstances of an unadventurous, a slothful or a spiritless people, is a question we need not
try to answer: we are concerned with ourselves as we are. I myself think that it would occupy an important place
in any set of circumstances. But what I hope I have made clear is that it is not at all inconsistent to be
conservative in respect of government and radical in respect of almost every other activity. And, in my opinion,
there is more to be learnt about this disposition from Montaigne, Pascal, Hobbes and Hume than from Burke or
Bentham.
Of the many entailments of this view of things that might be pointed to, I will notice one, namely, that politics is
an activity unsuited to the young, not on account of their vices but on account of what I at least consider to be
their virtues.
Nobody pretends that it is easy to acquire or to sustain the mood of indifference which this manner of politics
calls for. To rein-in one’s own beliefs and desires, to acknowledge the current shape of things, to feel the
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balance of things in one’s hand, to tolerate what is abominable, to distinguish between crime and sin, to respect
formality even when it appears to be leading to error, these are difficult achievements; and they achievements
not to be looked for in the young.
Everybody’s young days are a dream, a delightful insanity, a sweet solipsism. Nothing in them has a fixed
shape, nothing a fixed price; everything is a possibility, and we live happily on credit. There are no obligations to
be observed; there are no accounts to be kept. Nothing is specified in advance; everything is what can be made
of it. The world is a mirror in which we seek the reflection of our own desires. The allure of violent emotions is
irresistible. When we are young we are not disposed to make concessions to the world; we never feel the
balance of a thing in our hands - unless it be a cricket bat. We are not apt to distinguish between our liking and
our esteem; urgency is our criterion of importance; and we do not easily understand that what is humdrum need
not be despicable. We are impatient of restraint; and we readily believe, like Shelley, that to have contracted a
habit is to have failed. These, in my opinion, are among our virtues when we are young; but how remote they
are from the disposition appropriate for participating in the style of government I have been describing. Since life
is a dream, we argue (with plausible but erroneous logic) that politics must be an encounter of dreams, in which
we hope to impose our own. Some unfortunate people, like Pitt (laughably called “the Younger”), are born old,
and are eligible to engage in politics almost in their cradles; others, perhaps more fortunate, belie the saying that
one is young only once, they never grow up. But these are exceptions. For most there is what Conrad called the
“shadow line” which, when we pass it, discloses a solid world of things, each with its fixed shape, each with its
own point of balance, each with its price; a world of fact, not poetic image, in which what we have spent on one
thing we cannot spend on another; a world inhabited by others besides ourselves who cannot be reduced to
mere reflections of our own emotions. And coming to be at home in this commonplace world qualifies us (as no
knowledge of “political science” can ever qualify us), if we are so inclined and have nothing better to think
about, to engage in what the man of conservative disposition understands to be political activity.

